
SERVICING OF DOUBLE-INSULATED APPLIANCES

In a double-insulated appliance, two systems of insulation are provided instead of grounding.  No grounding means is provided on a double-
insulated appliance, nor should a means for grounding be added to the appliance. Servicing a double-insulated appliance requires extreme care
and knowledge of the system, and should be done only by a qualified service personnel. Replacement parts for a double-insulated appliance must
be identical to the parts they replace. This double-insulated appliance is marked with the DOUBLE-INSULATED symbol (square within a square).

PLEASE NOTE: We have done all we can to ensure that if used correctly and according to these instructions, this spray gun will have a long and
trouble-free life. We accept no responsibility for damage caused by the use of incorrect or unsuitable substances, paints or fluids which have not
been thinned correctly or are unsuitable for the surfaces to which they are applied, health hazards arising from lack of ventilation when working in
confined spaces or failure of the equipment due to inadequate cleaning of the components after use. If in doubt, always test a small inconspicuous
area first. Always read the paint manufacturerʼs instructions first. Neither our guarantee nor the above statement affects your statutory rights.

Design Registrations and Patents:
Spray Gun Design Registration

ECD 001096218-0001
CN 200930004457.X
Spray Gun Patent
GB 0903275.6

HVLP Turbine Design Registration
GB 3022947

ECD 001096242-0001
CN 200930004458.4
US 29/314,080
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WARRANTY
This product is guaranteed for a period of 24 months against faulty manufacture and materials. It is not guaranteed for industrial or hire purposes.

The guarantee does not affect your statutory rights. Graco Inc. will accept no responsibility for the use of this product if used for any 
purposes other than detailed herein.
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